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Abstract
In this chapter we present an introduction to HDR image and video quality
assessment fields. We discuss full-, no-, and reduced-reference metrics, including perceptually motivated methods. We describe two existing full-reference
HDR video quality metrics in detail. Furthermore, we introduce the emerging
field of data-driven metrics. Finally, we conclude with the outlook of future
development and research.
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1. Introduction
In this chapter we present an introduction to HDR image and video quality
assessment fields. We discuss full-, no-, and reduced-reference metrics, including perceptually motivated methods. We describe two existing full-reference
HDR video quality metrics in detail. Furthermore, we introduce the emerging
field of data-driven metrics. Finally, we conclude with the outlook of future
development and research.
2. Image and Video Quality Assessment
The goal of image and video quality assessment (IQA, VQA) is to computationally predict human perception of image and video quality. Practical
evidence shows [1, 2] that numerical distortion metrics, like root mean squared
error (RMSE), are often not adequate for the comparison of images, because
they poorly predict the differences between the images as perceived by a human observer. To solve this problem properly, various image and video quality
metrics (IQM, VQM) have been proposed [2]. Image quality metrics traditionally comprise a computational human visual system (HVS) model to correctly
predict image difference as a human would perceive it, be it a bottom-up [3], or
a top-down approach [4]. Please refer to vision science textbooks [5] for an indepth treatment of human visual perception, and on HVS measurements related
to masking, adaptation, contrast sensitivity, etc.
Image and video quality assessment is practical in various applications. The
main applications of IQA lie in the areas of image quality monitoring (e.g. in
lossy image compression), benchmarking of imaging applications, and optimizing algorithms by tuning their parameter settings. Furthermore, image quality
metrics have also been successfully applied to image database retrievals, or
evaluation of the perceptual impact of different computer graphics and vision
algorithms.
In the following text we will survey existing standard dynamic range (SDR)
quality assessment approaches, while the only two existing metrics designed
specifically for HDR video processing will be described in sections 3 and 4 in
detail.
2.1. Full-reference Metrics
Full-reference image and video quality metrics are based on measuring the
errors (signal differences) between a distorted image and the reference image.
The aim is to quantify the errors in a way that simulates human visual error
sensitivity. Video quality assessment is often inspired by the ideas from the more
developed image quality assessment field. A great variety of SDR image quality
metrics have been proposed in the literature [1, 2]. Traditionally, image quality
metrics focus on near-threshold detection [6], supra-threshold discrimination [7],
or functional differences [8].
Video metrics usually extend image quality metrics with temporal models
of visual perception, resulting from the fact that frame-by-frame application of
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image quality metrics is not sufficient. Van den Branden Lambrecht’s Moving
Picture Quality Metric (MPQM) [9] utilizes a spatial decomposition in frequency
domain using a filter bank of oriented Gabor filters, each with one octave bandwidth. Additionally two temporal channels, one low-pass (sustained) and another band-pass (transient) are computed to model visual masking. The output
of their metric is a numerical quality index between 1 − 5, similar to the Mean
Opinion Score obtained through subjective studies. In a more efficient version
of MPQM, the Gabor filter bank is replaced by the Steerable Pyramid [10].
In later work targeted specifically to assess the quality of MPEG-2 compressed
videos [11], they address the space-time nonseparability of contrast sensitivity
through the use of a spatiotemporal model. Another metric based on Steerable
Pyramid decomposition aimed towards low bit-rate videos with severe artifacts
is proposed by Masry and Hemani [12], where they use finite impulse response
filters for temporal decomposition.
Watson et al. [13] proposed an efficient Digital Video Quality metric (DVQ)
based on the Discrete Cosine Transform. The DVQ models early HVS processing including temporal filtering and simple dynamics of light adaptation
and contrast masking. Later they propose a simple Standard Spatial Observer
(SSO) based method [14], which, on the Video Quality Experts Group data
set, is shown to make as accurate predictions as more complex metrics. Winkler [15, 16] proposed a perceptual distortion metric (PDM) where he introduced
a custom multiscale isotropic local contrast measure, that is later normalized
by a contrast gain function that accounts for spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity
and visual masking.
A video metric V-SSIM proposed by Seshadrinathan and Bovik [17] is an
extension to the image quality metric called Complex Wavelet Structural Similarity Index (CW-SSIM [18, 19]) to account for motion in video sequences. The
technique incorporates motion modeling using optical flow and relies on a decomposition through 3D Gabor filter banks in frequency domain. V-SSIM is
therefore able to account for motion artifacts due to quantization of motion
vectors and motion compensation mismatches. The same authors published the
MOVIE index in a follow-up work [20], which outputs two separate video quality streams for every 16th frame of the assessed video: spatial (closely related
to the structure term of SSIM) and temporal (assessment of the motion quality
based on optical flow fields).
2.2. No-reference and Reduced-reference Metrics
The main issue in developing no-reference (NR) metrics is the absence of a
non-distorted reference image or some features representing it. Common approaches to compensate for this are (1) modeling distortion-specific characteristics, (2) using natural scene statistics, and (3) employing learning based
classification methods.
Distortion-specific NR methods capitalize on the knowledge of artifact type
and its unique characteristics [21, Ch. 3]. Examples include metrics for detecting blockiness due to lossy JPEG and MPEG compression and ringing at strong
contrast edges [22], blurriness due to high frequency coefficients suppression
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[23, 24], banding (false contouring) at low gradient regions due to the excessive
quantization [25]. There are some attempts of building more general NR quality
metrics, which evaluate a combined contribution of individually estimated image features such as sharpness, contrast, noise, clipping, ringing, and blocking
artifacts [21, Ch. 10]. The contribution of all features including their simple
interactions is summed up with weights derived through fitting to subjective
data.
Natural scene statistics [26] derived from artifact-free images can be helpful
in detecting artifacts. Sheikh et al. show that noise, blurriness, and quantization
can be identified as deviations from these statistics [27].
Image features extracted from distorted and non-distorted images are used
for training machine learning techniques such as support vector machines (SVM)
or neural networks. Moorthy and Bovik [28] use generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD) to parametrize wavelet subband coefficients and create 18-D feature
vector (3 scales × 3 orientations × 2 GGD parameters), which is used to train
an SVM classifier based on perceptually calibrated distortion examples from the
LIVE IQA database. The classifier discriminates between five types of mostly
compression-related distortions and estimates their magnitude. Saad et al. [29]
train a statistical model to detect distortions in DCT-based contrast and structure features.
Reduced-reference metrics may be beneficial in video compression or transmission monitoring [30, 31, 32, 33], where the bandwidth is limited. The challenge is to select a representative set of features, which are extracted from an
undistorted signal and transmitted along with the possibly distorted image or
video. In their pioneering work, Webster et al. [34] used localized spatial and
temporal activity channels for this purpose. Later on, Redi et al. [35] identified
the color correlograms as suitable feature descriptors for analysis of alterations
in the color distribution as a result of distortions.
3. DRI-VQM
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Figure 1: Data flow diagram of DRI-VQM. See text for details.

The recent proliferation of High Dynamic Range (HDR) Imaging forces video
quality assessment metrics to be accurate in extended luminance ranges. This
requirement limits the use of legacy video quality metrics designed for detecting compression artifacts in standard dynamic range (SDR) videos. Moreover,
applications such as tone mapping and compression of HDR video sequences
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require detecting structural distortions where the reference video is HDR and
the test video is SDR. DRI-VQM is a video quality metric that is designed
specifically for these recently emerged practical problems.
DRI-VQM utilizes an HDR capable human visual system (HVS) model that
accounts for both major spatial and temporal aspects of the visual system, and
employs a pair of dynamic range independent distortion measures contrast loss
and amplification introduced in its counterpart for images, DRI-IQM [36]. DRIVQM also computes the visible differences between reference and test videos
similar to conventional video quality metrics. In most visual computing and
video quality assessment applications the main concern is often the existence of
visible artifacts rather than the magnitude of visibility. Methods that produce
clearly visible artifacts are often not useful in practice. Consequently DRIVQM’s HVS model trades off supra-threshold precision for accuracy near the
detection threshold.
The computational steps of DRI-VQM are summarized in Figure 1. The
input is a pair of videos Vref and Vtst with arbitrary dynamic ranges, both of
which should contain calibrated luminance values. The luma values of SDR
videos should be inverse gamma corrected and converted to display luminance
(In all examples we assumed a hypothetical display with the luminance range
0.1 − 100 cd/m2 and gamma 2.2). The HVS model is then applied separately
to both videos to obtain the normalized multi-channel local contrast at each
visual channel, where the first step is to model the nonlinear response of the
photoreceptors to luminance, namely Luminance adaptation. In DRI-VQM
we apply the non-linearity which maps the video luminance to linear Just Noticeable Differences (JND) values, such that the addition or subtraction of the
unit value results in a just perceivable change of relative contrast.
Contrast sensitivity is a function of spatial frequency ρ and temporal
frequency ω of a contrast patch, as well as the current adaptation luminance
of the observer La . The spatiotemporal CSF T plotted in Figure 2c shows
the human contrast sensitivity for variations of ρ and ω at a fixed adaptation
luminance. At a retinal velocity v of 0.15 deg/sec, the CSF T is close to the
static CSF S [6] (Figure 2a) at the same adaptation level (the relation between
spatio-temporal frequency and retinal velocity is ω = vρ assuming the retina is
stable). This particular retinal velocity corresponds to the lower limit of natural
drift movements of the eye which are present even if the eye is intentionally
fixating in a single position [37]. In the absence of eye tracking data DRI-VQM
assumes that the observer’s gaze is fixed, but also the drift movement is present.
Accordingly, a minimum retinal velocity is set as follows:
CSF T (ρ, ω) = CSF T (ρ, max(v, 0.15) · ρ).

(1)

On the other hand, the shape of the CSF depends strongly on adaptation
luminance especially for scotopic and mesopic vision, and remains approximately
constant over 1000 cd/m2 . Consequently, using a spatiotemporal CSF at a fixed
adaptation luminance results in erroneous predictions of sensitivity at the lower
luminance levels that can be encoded in HDR images. Thus, we derive a “3D”
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CSF (Figure 2d) by first computing a Luminance Modulation Factor (Figure 2b)
as the ratio of CSF S at the observer’s current adaptation luminance (La ) with
the CSF S at La = 100 cd/m2 , which is the adaptation level at which the CSF T
is calibrated to the spatiotemporal sensitivity of the HVS. This factor is then
multiplied with the normalized spatiotemporal CSF (nCSF T ), and finally the
resulting CSF 3D accounts for ρ, ω and La :
CSF 3D (ρ, ω, La ) =

CSF S (ρ, La )
nCSF T (ρ, ω).
CSF S (ρ, 100)

(2)
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Figure 2: Computation of the CSF 3D .
The static CSF S (ρ, La ) (a) is divided to
CSF S (ρ, La = 100cd/m2 ) to obtain scaling coefficients (b) that account for luminance adaptation in CSF 3D . The specific adaptation level is chosen to reflect the conditions where the
spatiotemporal CSF T was measured (c). The scaling coefficients are computed for the current
La (3 cd/m2 in this case), and multiplied with the normalized CSF T to obtain the CSF 3D
that accounts for spatial and temporal frequencies, as well luminance adaptation (d).

Ideally the CSF 3D should be derived from psychophysical measurements
in all three dimensions, since current findings suggest that the actual contrast
sensitivity of the HVS is linearly separable in neither of its dimensions. In
the absence of such measurements, estimating luminance adaptation using a
scaling factor is better than the alternatives that involve an approximation by
linear separation of spatial and temporal frequencies. The effect of luminance
adaptation to spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity is approximately linear except
for very low temporal frequencies [38, p.233].
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The perceptually scaled luminance contrast is then decomposed into visual
channels, each sensitive to different temporal and spatial frequencies and orientations. For this purpose DRI-VQM extends the Cortex Transform [39] that
comprises 6 spatial frequency channels each further divided into 6 orientations
(except the base band), by adding a sustained (low temporal frequency) and a
transient (high temporal frequency) channel in the temporal dimension (total
62 channels). The time (t given in seconds) dependent impulse responses of the
sustained and transient channels, plotted in Figure 3-a, are given as Equation 3
and its second derivative, respectively [16]:
f (t) = e−

ln(t/0.160)
0.2

.

(3)

The corresponding frequency domain filters are computed by applying the
Fourier transform to both impulse responses and are shown in Figure 3-b.
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Figure 3: Impulse (a) and frequency (b) responses of the transient (red) and sustained (blue)
temporal channels. The frequency responses comprise the extended 3D Cortex Transform’s
channels in temporal dimension (c).

Combining all models discussed so far, the computation of visual channels
from the calibrated input video V is performed as follows:

C k,l,m = F −1 Vcsf cortexk,l × temporalm and
Vcsf

= F {jnd(V )} CSF 3D ,

where the 3D Cortex Filter for channel C k,l,m is computed from the corresponding 2D cortex filter cortexk,l at spatial frequency level k and orientation l, and
the sustained and transient channel filters temporalm . The function jnd denotes
the light adaptation nonlinearity, and F is the Fourier Transform.
The detection probability of the normalized contrast response C at each
visual channel is computed using the following psychometric function separately for the reference and test images:
P (C) = 1 − exp(−|C|3 ).

(4)

We compute the probability of detecting a visible difference between
videos (P (Ctst − Cref )), as well as two dynamic range independent distortion
measures from individual detection probabilities of the contrast in visual channels [36]. The per-channel dynamic range independent distortion measures are
defined as follows:
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Figure 4: Comparison of DRI-VQM with other video and image quality metrics, which fail to
predict the visibility of the noise pattern present in the test video.

The visible differences between video sequences convey more information
than the other two types of distortions, but especially if the input video pair
has different dynamic ranges, the probability map is quickly saturated by the
contrast difference that is not necessarily perceived as a distortion. In this
case contrast loss and amplification are useful which predict the probability of
a detail visible in the reference becoming invisible in the test video, and vice
versa. Detection probabilities of each type of distortions are then combined
using a standard probability summation function:
P̂∆|&|% = 1 −

K Y
L Y
M 
Y


k,l,m
1 − P∆|&|%
.

(5)

k=1 l=1 m=1

The resulting three distortion maps P̂ are visualized separately using an
in-context distortion map approach where detection probabilities are shown in
color over a low contrast grayscale version of the test video.
The implementation of DRI-VQM video metric is publicly available online
(http://metrics.mpi-inf.mpg.de/) along with other metrics.
4. HDR-VQM
HDR-VQM, an alternative to DRI-VQM described in Section 3, has been
proposed recently [40]. An overview of the HDR-VQM metric is shown in Figure 6. Similarly to DRI-VQM, the HDR-VQM is a full-reference HDR video
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Figure 5: In-context visualization of the contrast loss and amplification of SDR videos obtained
by Fattal and Drago tone mapping operators with respect to the reference HDR video.

quality metric hence their building blocks are similar as well. The method
is based on signal pre-processing, transformation, frequency based decomposition and subsequent spatio-temporal pooling, as described in more detail below.
However, the main difference resides in the application area. HDR-VQM targets
the signal processing, video transmission and related fields, where the distortion of the signal is often considerable and the information about the overall
video quality is thus an expected and sufficient measure. Accordingly, HDRVQM aims to predict human perception of the supra-threshold video distortions,
which are then pooled to a single number, a measure of an overall video quality.
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Figure 6: Data flow diagram of HDR-VQM. See text for details.
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4.1. Transformation into emitted luminance
First, the input videos are transformed into the luminance values emitted
by the display device. This is a difficult problem, because the HDR values
encoded in the HDR video are often not calibrated (i.e. relative), and thus
they are merely proportional to the input luminance. Moreover, the accurate
display processing model is usually unknown. Instead, the authors of HDRVQM adopt a simple approximation using a scaling factor as follows. The input
HDR videos are normalized by the maximum of the mean of top 5% HDR values
of all the frames in the video sequence. A clipping function is finally applied
to mimic the physical limitations of the display. This way, the values of the
emitted luminance E fit in the range given by the black point of the display and
the highest displayable luminance. The values outside this range are saturated,
representing the information loss due to the display device.
4.2. From emitted to perceived luminance
The second step approximates the human perception P of the emitted luminance E, which is known to be nonlinear [5], approximately logarithmic. To
model this behavior in HDR-VQM, the perceptually uniform (PU) encoding
proposed by Aydın et al. [41] was adopted, see Figure 7. The central idea
of the PU encoding is to make differentials of the curve proportional to the
luminance detection thresholds. The PU encoding is expected to model the
HVS in a better way than a simple logarithmic function, yet still it is only a
crude approximation of the HVS luminance response. However, the PU encoding may be implemented efficiently as a look-up table operation (available from
http://resources.mpi-inf.mpg.de/hdr/fulldr_extension/).
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Figure 7: Perceptually uniform (PU) encoding is backward-compatible with the sRGB nonlinearity. The curve is shown along the entire dynamic range (left), and only within the
operating range of sRGB (right).

4.3. Decomposition into visual channels
Similarly to DRI-VQM, the perceived luminance P is subsequently decomposed into visual channels. However, the implemented decomposition distinguishes only spatial frequencies and orientations, leaving temporal processing to
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the later pooling stage for efficiency. Consequently, the spatio-temporal contrast
sensitivity (CSF) of human visual system can not be modeled. More specifically,
the employed decomposition is based on log-Gabor filters [42] implemented in
the frequency domain. This way, the reference and distorted videos are decomposed into visual channels (subbands) {lt,s,o } , where s = 1, 2, ..., Nscale is the
total number of scales, o = 1, 2, ..., Norient is the total number of orientations,
and t = 1, 2, ..., F is the number of frames in the sequence.
The error in each channel is then computed per frame using a simple bounded
measure as follows:
(src) (dst)

Et,s,o =

2lt,s,o lt,s,o + k
(src)

(dst)

(lt,s,o )2 + (lt,s,o )2 + k

,

where k is a small constant to avoid division by zero.
4.4. Pooling
First, a simple error pooling across scales and orientations is performed.
This neglects contrast sensitivity of the human visual system (CSF), which is
essential to model near-threshold sensitivity. Assuming supra-threshold distortions, the pooling
down to a simple equal weighting as follows: Et =
PNscaleboils
PNorient
1
Et,s,o , where Et is a per-frame distortion map.
s=1
o=1
Nscale Norient
Please notice that no temporal processing has been involved so far, therefore
F
the resulting distortion video E = {Et }t=1 is equivalent to computing an image
quality metric separately for each video frame t. On the other hand, DRI-VQM
described above involves spatio-temporal decomposition followed by the spatiotemporal CSF filtering. The distortion video produced by DRI-VQM therefore
accounts for temporal behavior of the human visual system.
The subsequent spatio-temporal HDR-VQM pooling step is an interesting
way of modeling temporal perception, which has not been considered in the
previous steps of the algorithm. Motivated by the alternations in visual fixations, the distortion video E is first divided into non-overlapping short-term
tubes (channels) ST defined by a 3D region x × y × z. The spatial extent of
ST regions (x × y) is given by the viewing distance, the central angle of the
visual field in the fovea and the display resolution. The temporal dimension z is
defined by average eye fixation time, and it is set to 300-500ms in HDR-VQM.
Consequently, the short term temporal pooling is performed by computing the
standard deviation of each ST tube. This results in spatio-temporal subband
F/z
error frames {STv,ts }ts =1 , where v represents the spatial coordinates. Finally,
the spatial and long term temporal pooling is performed to yield the global video
quality score in a simple way as follows. First, the subband error frames STv,ts
are pooled spatially resulting in a time series of short term quality scores. Finally, in a long term temporal pooling, the time series are fused to a single
number denoting overall video quality:
HDR-VQM =

X X
1
STv,ts ,
|ts ∈ Lp ||v ∈ Lp |
ts ∈Lp v∈Lp
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where Lp denotes the set with lowest p% values1 , and |.| is a cardinality of the
set. The pooling factor p is set to 5%, however according to the authors, varying
p between 5% to 50% does not significantly change the prediction accuracy. It
should be noted that contrary to DRI-VQM, HDR-VQM does not explicitly
model spatio-temporal masking effects.
5. Data-driven Metrics
Even though knowledge about the human visual system (HVS) is continuously expanded, many unanswered questions and unverified hypotheses still
remain. On that account, we are quite far from having an accurate bottom-up
model of the HVS. Therefore, additionally to the bottom-up approaches shown
above, top-down data-driven approaches based on machine learning are starting
to emerge. Machine learning techniques have recently gained a lot of popularity and attention in many research areas. For such methods, it is of crucial
importance to provide a sufficient amount of training data. Unfortunately, not
many usable datasets exhibiting localized distortion maps measured on human
subjects are available. Accordingly, the possibilities of data-driven approaches
are currently being explored on simpler, image quality assessment task.
More specifically, two experiments [43] were performed where observers used
a brush-painting interface to directly mark distorted image regions in the presence and absence of a high-quality reference image. The resulting per-pixel
image-quality datasets enabled a thorough evaluation of existing full-reference
metrics and the development of new machine learning-based metrics.
Specifically, the datasets were utilized to develop a Learning-based Predictor of Localized Distortions (LPLD) [44]. LPLD is a full-reference metric for synthetic images. The key element of the metric is a carefully designed set of features, which generalize over distortion types, image content,
and superposition of multiple distortions in a single image. Additionally, two
new datasets to validate this metric were created and made publicly available (http://resources.mpi-inf.mpg.de/hdr/metric/): a continuous range
of basic distortions encapsulated in a few images, and the distortion saliency
maps captured in the eye tracking experiment. The distortion maps are useful
to benchmark existing and future metrics and associated saliency maps could
be used, for instance, in perceptual studies of human visual attention.
Finally, a data-driven no-reference image quality metric for synthetic images
called NoRM [45] was proposed. NoRM uses a supervised learning algorithm to
predict a perceptual distortion map, which measures the probability of noticing
the local distortions on the pixel-level. The proposed metric achieves prediction
performance comparable to full-reference metrics. Besides the machine learning
machinery, the quality of the results of NoRM is owed to rendering-specific
features extracted from the depth map and the surface-material information.
1 Both short term spatial and long term temporal pooling is performed only over the lowest
p% values.
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6. Outlook and Future Work
Despite many years of active research on image and video quality assessment,
the developed metrics are often still far from being comparable to human observers. Existing universal metrics are not mature and robust enough to stand
in all scenarios. However, to overcome this issue, one may develop specialized metrics tailored specifically to the particular problem. Recent examples of
such metrics include the quality predictor for image completion [46], or similarity measure for illustration style [47]. Furthermore, measuring vaguely defined
quantities like interestingness of images [48] or aesthetic and beauty [49, 50] may
be also feasible, perhaps thanks to the machine learning algorithms. Finally,
the emerging area of multispectral image and video comparison [51] remains
currently almost unexplored.
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